Bennington College Music Division
Presents
A Concert of Student Works
Wednesday, December 9, 1981
8:15 P.M.
Greenwall Music Workshop

Canon and Retrograde for Four Parts
Eric Hein
Flute Su Lian Tan
Flute Wendy Greenwald
B♭ Clarinet Murray Barsky
B♭ Clarinet Andy Tobin

Le Mer
Susan Lester
Violin Susan Lester

Saturday Morning at a Country Fair
Cindy Murphy
Flute Su Lian Tan
Dulcimer Cindy Murphy
Three Haïku for Piano Andy Tobin

Piano Lisa Conwin

Birds as They Awaken and Join the Day
Marie France Labbé
Flute Su Lian Tan
Violin Susan Lester

Capriol
Soprano Joanne Weisz
Alto Andrea Readman